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Fitness landscapes are often described in terms of ‘peaks’ and ‘valleys’, implying an intuitive low-dimensional
landscape of the kind encountered in everyday experience. The space of genotypes, however, is extremely
high-dimensional, which results in counter-intuitive structural properties of genotype-phenotype maps. Here
we show that these properties, such as the presence of pervasive neutral networks, make fitness landscapes
navigable. For three biologically realistic genotype-phenotype map models—RNA secondary structure, protein
tertiary structure and protein complexes—we find that, even under random fitness assignment, fitness maxima
can be reached from almost any other phenotype without passing through fitness valleys. This in turn implies
that true fitness valleys are very rare. By considering evolutionary simulations between pairs of real examples
of functional RNA sequences, we show that accessible paths are also likely to be utilised under evolutionary
dynamics. Our findings have broad implications for the prediction of natural evolutionary outcomes and for
directed evolution.

I. INTRODUCTION10

Ever since they were first introduced in Sewall Wright’s11

foundational paper [1], fitness landscapes have become an en-12

during and central concept in evolutionary biology [2–6]. In13

particular, a low-dimensional picture of fitness ‘peaks’ and fit-14

ness ‘valleys’ has played an important role in shaping intu-15

ition around evolutionary dynamics. A key prediction is that16

a population must typically traverse an unfavourable valley of17

lower fitness to move from one fitness peak to another. But,18

as already pointed out by many since [4, 7–11], the space of19

genotypes is typically extremely high dimensional. As illus-20

trated in Fig. 1, what appears to be a fitness valley in a lower-21

dimensional landscape could be easily bypassed when dimen-22

sions are added [9–11].23

Three key open questions are: 1) Does the low-dimensional24

picture of fitness valleys hold for realistic high-dimensional25

genotype spaces? And if we define accessible paths of point26

mutations between a low fitness phenotype and a high fitness27

phenotype as those with monotonically increasing fitness, 2)28

what properties of biological systems facilitate their presence29

and 3) are such paths sufficiently common that they can easily30

be found by an evolving population?31

One way forward is to consider empirical fitness land-32

scapes, where much recent progress has been made [5, 12],33

particularly for molecular phenotypes [5, 13–21]. This body34

of work has yielded important insights, such as the role of lo-35

cal epistatic interactions in sculpting evolutionary paths [22–36

24]. Nevertheless, ruling out high-dimensional bypasses is37

difficult in empirical studies because genotype spaces, which38

grow exponentially as KL for alphabet size K and genotype39

length L, are almost always unimaginably vast [25]. They are40

also highly connected since distances are linear; two geno-41

types are at most L point mutations away, but are connected42

by up to L! shortest possible paths given the L mutations may43

occur in any order. For example, even for a very short L = 2044

D=2D=1

FIG. 1. Illustration of how increasing dimensionality D of the geno-
type space can affect the navigability and presence of valleys in a
fitness landscape.

strand of RNA, there are up to 20! ≈ 2× 1018 paths between45

any two genotypes. Empirical landscapes can typically only46

ever sample a small fraction of the full genotype space, so47

what appears to be an isolated fitness peak, may in fact be48

accessible via pathways not included in the experiment.49

A different strand of work, which can in principle ad-50

dress questions of global accessibility, has focused on model51

genotype-to-fitness landscapes [3, 6, 10, 11, 26, 27]. If fitness52

is assigned randomly to genotypes, as in Kingman’s ‘house of53

cards’ model [28], then the probability of finding accessible54

paths is small. If instead there are correlations between fitness55

and the genotypes, then, depending on details of the model,56

accessible paths can indeed be common [11, 29]. These cor-57

relations are often expressed in terms of ruggedness - a more58

rugged model has fewer correlations between genotypes and59

fitness, and so is less navigable. While much progress has60

been made in this literature, it is not clear how well these61

models capture the true correlations of biological fitness land-62

scapes.63

Here we take a different approach, and build upon recent64

advances showing that many realistic genotype-phenotype65

(GP) maps share generic structural features that can en-66
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hance navigability [30–32]. In contrast to the genotype-to-67

fitness models studied by others (see above), we consider68

the genotype-to-phenotype-to-fitness map by inserting the GP69

map as an additional intermediate step that provides the non-70

random organisation of the mapping from genotypes to fit-71

ness. This means correlations in fitness are naturally incorpo-72

rated as a consequence of the GP map, rather than through an73

assumption explicitly parameterised.74

One commonality, with important implications for evolu-75

tionary dynamics, is the existence of large neutral networks of76

genotypes that map to the same phenotype [21, 33]. Another77

is that the mutational robustness ρp of a phenotype p (defined78

as the mean probability that a point mutation leaves the phe-79

notype unchanged) is much larger than what one would expect80

from a naïve uncorrelated model, where ρp ≈ fp, the fraction81

of genotypes that map to phenotype p. Instead, as genotypes82

from the same neutral network are highly correlated [30],83

ρp ∝ − log fp, a generic feature [31, 32, 34–36], that pro-84

duces orders of magnitude larger robustness than the naïve ex-85

pectation. Such large robustness means that neutral networks86

are easily navigable, providing access to a large amount of87

potential variation [31, 32, 37, 38].88

We first explore features of several specific GP maps that89

affect the navigability and the ruggedness of the landscape:90

redundancy (large neutral sets), frequency of the unfolded or91

trivial phenotype, neutral correlations (robustness) and high-92

dimensionality. We next investigate accessible paths for func-93

tional RNA (fRNA) phenotypes identified in vivo from the94

fRNA database [39]. Finally, we explore whether accessi-95

ble paths are utilised in evolutionary dynamics under a wide96

range of dynamical regimes. We consider both random and97

non-random fitness assignments exploring the additional role98

of non-neutral phenotypic correlations. Our findings demon-99

strate that generic structural properties shared across many100

maps from genotype to phenotype dramatically enhance the101

navigability of fitness landscapes with important implications102

for evolutionary dynamics.103

II. RESULTS104

A. Several well-studied genotype-phenotype maps induce105

navigable fitness landscapes106

To concretely measure the effects of different properties107

of GP maps on the navigability of fitness landscapes, we108

consider several well-known systems in detail, including the109

RNA secondary structure GP map for lengths L = 12 and110

L = 15 (RNA12, RNA15) [40–46] representing the RNA111

sequence’s minimum free energy folded secondary struc-112

ture, the Polyomino lattice self-assembly maps (S2,8, S3,8)113

[30, 47, 48] modelling the topology of protein quaternary114

structure assembled from interacting constituent tiles, and115

several hydrophobic-polar (HP) lattice protein models for116

folding of a sequence into a tertiary structure (two compact117

models, HP5x5 and HP3x3x3, and two non-compact ones,118

HP20 and HP25) [49–51]. See Section IV A and Fig. 6 for119

further descriptions of these maps.120

TABLE I. All GP maps studied with their properties (base K, se-
quence lengthL, number of phenotypesNP , proportion of genotypes
with the deleterious phenotype fdel, average redundancy log10R,
mean genotypic robustness 〈ρg〉) and estimate with standard error of
navigability 〈ψ〉 ±SE(〈ψ〉). RNA, Polyomino and compact HP GP
maps all have navigable fitness landscapes (〈ψ〉 > 0.6) under ran-
dom fitness assignment. By contrast, non-compact HP models have
very low navigability (〈ψ〉 ≤ 0.013).

GP map K L NP fdel log10R 〈ρg〉 〈ψ〉 ± SE(ψ)

RNA12 4 12 58 0.854 4.6 0.465 0.966± 0.002
RNA15 4 15 431 0.650 5.9 0.482 0.978± 0.002
S2,8 8 8 14 0.537 5.8 0.487 0.913± 0.008
S3,8 8 12 147 0.800 8.0 0.489 0.919± 0.003
HP5x5 2 25 549 0.816 4.1 0.285 0.995± 0.001
HP3x3x3 2 27 49,807 0.939 2.2 0.115 0.669± 0.005
HP20 2 20 5,311 0.976 0.7 0.102 0.004± 0.001
HP25 2 25 107,337 0.977 0.9 0.099 0.013± 0.001

We performed computational experiments in which fitness121

is assigned to phenotypes randomly, and two phenotypes are122

chosen randomly from the set of all phenotypes as the ‘source’123

and ‘target’. This is a worst-case scenario that highlights the124

effect of the correlations between genotypes and phenotypes125

on fitness. The key property we study is the navigability 〈ψ〉,126

defined as:127

〈ψ〉 =
1

N

N∑
k

ψsktk

over a set of N source-target pairs (sk, tk), where ψij is the128

probability that single-point mutation steps with monotoni-129

cally increasing fitness (an accessible path) exist from a geno-130

type of phenotype i to a genotype of phenotype j. In other131

words, the navigability 〈ψ〉 is the average probability of an132

accessible path between phenotype pairs in the fitness land-133

scape see IV B 4).134

In Table I, we report navigability for each GP map. The135

value of 〈ψ〉 is greater than 0.6 for all the GP maps we136

consider, apart from the non-compact HP models HP20 and137

HP25. The non-compact HP models have a navigability138

〈ψ〉 ≤ 0.013. In light of these differences we next investi-139

gate what generic structural properties of GP maps promote140

navigability.141

B. Common properties of GP maps are associated with142

navigability143

1. GP maps with fewer phenotypes, fewer deleterious genotypes144

and greater genotypic robustness are more navigable145

The first property we consider is the redundancy R of a146

GP map, defined as the average number of genotypes per non-147

deleterious phenotype (see Eq. (1)), which is closely related148

to the average size of the neutral networks. Next we consider149

the deleterious frequency fdel, defined as the fraction of geno-150

type space that does not map to a well-defined phenotype. In151
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FIG. 2. Navigability of each GP map is plotted in relation to (A)
redundancy log10R, (B) deleterious frequency fdel and (C) mean
genotypic robustness 〈ρg〉. Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient
ρs is shown in each. We find that there is a positive association be-
tween navigability and redundancy, a negative association with re-
spect to deleterious frequency for large fdel and a positive associa-
tion with genotypic robustness 〈ρg〉.

the case of RNA secondary structure, the deleterious pheno-152

type would correspond to the unfolded RNA strand (i.e. the153

absence of any secondary structure). In the HP model it cor-154

responds to the absence of a unique folded ground state. In155

the Polyomino model it corresponds to unbounded or non-156

deterministic assembly. Finally, we measure the the mean157

genotypic robustness 〈ρg〉, defined as the mean proportion of158

genotypic neighbours that have the same phenotype averaged159

over the non-deleterious genotypes. This provides a measure160

of local neutral connectivity.161

In Fig. 2 we plot navigability against redundancy, delete-162

rious frequency and mean genotypic robustness with the nu-163

merical values provided in Table I and association measured164

with Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient ρs. Taking the165

GP maps together without system-specific considerations, we166

observe a general increase in navigability for greater redun-167

dancy (ρs = 0.643), smaller fdel (ρs = −0.619) and greater168

genotypic robustness (ρs = 0.762).169

The results across different GP maps provide some intu-170

ition for factors that determine navigability. With decreasing171

redundancy, it becomes more difficult to access all pheno-172

types as they begin to occupy smaller fractions of the over-173

all space. As fdel increases, more neighbours of a given174

genotype will have a fitness of 0, therefore localising pheno-175

types to smaller components in the GP map, increasing the176

likelihood of each genotype having no neighbouring geno-177

types with greater fitness. Mean genotypic robustness pro-178

vides an overall aggregate measure of the connectivity of the179

neutral networks. HP3x3x3 presents an example of particu-180

lar interest by maintaining navigability (〈ψ〉 = 0.669) with181

less redundancy (log10R = 2.2), large deleterious frequency182

(fdel = 0.939) and low genotypic robustness (〈ρg〉 = 0.115).183

The two non-compact HP models appear to be just below the184

thresholds that allow for navigability.185

2. Positive neutral correlations increase navigability186

As seen above, robustness plays a key role in enhancing187

navigability. For a null model, where genotypes map ran-188

domly to phenotypes, ρp ∼ fp and average robustness is typ-189

ically extremely low. High robustness therefore corresponds190

to strong neutral correlations: if a genotype maps to a specific191

phenotype, the probability that genotypes one mutation away192

also map to the same phenotype is highly enhanced [30]. As193

mentioned before, it is widely observed that ρp ∼ − log fp, a194

scaling first pointed out for the RNA map [52], but expected195

to be universal [44], because it naturally arises from a pic-196

ture of constrained and unconstrained portions of genotype se-197

quences [34–36]. Interestingly, we can break naturally occur-198

ring correlations by taking two genotypes g1 and g2 at random199

and assigning the phenotype of g1 to g2 and vice versa. Such200

random swaps remove the intrinsic local correlations that are201

intrinsic. Increasing the total number of swaps s reduces the202

correlations. We define in Eq. (9) a natural measure c(s) of the203

amount of decorrelation caused by the swaps in terms of the204

frequency fp averaged across the phenotypes of the GP map205

for a given number of swaps s. When c(s) = 1, the correla-206

tions are equal to the original GP map, and when c(s) = 0,207

the correlations are that of the randomised null model.208

In Fig. 3A, we plot how navigability varies with c(s) in209

S2,8, RNA12, HP5x5 and HP3x3x3 GP maps, a subset of the210

GP maps from the previous section that are both small enough211

to be tractable here, and have sufficiently large navigability212

such that the effect of reducing correlations and dimension-213

ality may be sizeable. All four GP maps, on average, show214

greater navigability for greater c(s) with an approximately215

linear decay in navigability with decreasing c(s), saturating216

at a lower value specific to each GP map: 0.378 ± 0.005 for217
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FIG. 3. (A) Navigability emerges as positive neutral correlations are added to HP3x3x3, HP5x5, RNA12 and S2,8 GP maps. The level
of neutral correlations is adjusted through genotype swaps, and the extent of positive neutral correlations after s swaps is measured on a scale c
between the original GP map (c = 1) and the random null model’s correlations (c = 0). A caricature of the genotype space, coloured according
to phenotypes, is shown for low neutral correlations (top left) and high neutral correlations (top right). (B) Greater dimensionality of the GP
map increases navigability for S2,8, HP3x3x3, HP5x5 and RNA12 GP maps. During the search from a randomly chosen source phenotype
to a target phenotype, we only allow D (d = D/L) of the total L bases to be mutated to explore genotype space. A caricature of a sequence
with grey bases (L − D) not mutable, black bases mutable (D) and red bases varying across sequences, is depicted for low dimensionality
(top left, d = 3/12) and high dimensionality (top right, d = 11/12). The GP maps show differing tolerance with respect to navigability
under a change in dimensionality, S2,8 permitting navigability for low dimensionality significantly more than HP3x3x3, for example. (C)
With increasing dimensionality, landscape ruggedness decreases. We measure landscape ruggedness 〈κ〉 as the average proportion of all
genotypes encountered that are local fitness maxima (no neutral neighbours or neighbours with increased fitness). Ruggedness decreases in all
GP maps as dimensionality increases, but the level of ruggedness is GP map dependent. (D) Accessible and inaccessible paths between two
RNA12 phenotypes. An example is illustrated of the search for an accessible path in a specific random instance of a fitness landscape for all
NP = 58 RNA12 phenotypes. Phenotypes are nodes and the edges are possible transitions between genotypes of those phenotypes given the
random fitness assignments. Edges that are red are transitions that may lead to the target phenotype from the source phenotype. Inaccessible
transitions are shown in grey. The vertical axis is fitness. The horizontal plane is a two-dimensional embedding of the phenotype space of
RNA12 derived through a multidimensional scaling (MDS) that uses the pairwise Hamming distances between the dot-bracket representations
of the phenotypes. Proximity in the horizontal plane corresponds to similar dot-bracket phenotypes. (E) The navigability of the phenotype
network for three levels of correlations (original, medium, and no correlations) and three levels of dimensionality (D = 2, 6, 12).
Navigability and connectivity in the phenotypic network visibly increases with both increasing correlations and dimensionality.

RNA12, 0.100±0.003 for HP5x5, 0.000±0.000 for HP3x3x3,218

and 0.949± 0.002 for S2,8, substantial reductions apart from219

for S2,8. In S2,8, the navigability 〈ψ〉 takes a greater value220

for the decorrelated GP map (c < 1) than for the original one221

(c = 1). This is because not all phenotypes are directly ac-222

cessible from each other in the original GP map. However,223
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a slight randomisation increases phenotype inter-connectivity224

due to the fact that the number of phenotypes for S2,8 is225

smaller than the number of local mutations (NP < (K−1)L).226

Importantly, we expect that in GP maps of longer sequence227

length L, the role of positive neutral correlations will become228

even more pronounced. We explore this in Section II C with229

respect to fRNA phenotypes.230

3. Large dimensionality increases navigability and decreases231

ruggedness232

We now examine the effect of dimensionality of the GP233

map. The dimensionality of the entire GP map is defined as L,234

the length of the sequence. During the search for an accessi-235

ble path from the source to target phenotype, all bases can be236

mutated, making use of the full dimensionality of the GP map.237

We can, however, reduce the dimensionality of the search by238

allowing only a random set of D sites (where D < L) to239

be mutated during a given search for an accessible path from240

source to target. We then consider 〈ψ〉 as a function of the241

relative dimensionality d = D/L ∀D ∈ {1, ..., L}.242

In Fig. 3B, we plot navigability 〈ψ〉 as a function of d. De-243

creasing dimensionality severely reduces the navigability of244

fitness landscapes, with a sigmoidal relationship between 〈ψ〉245

and d. All the curves show an increase from low navigability246

to high navigability as d→ 1 of the full GP map. The critical247

value of d, and general scale and shape, is different across the248

four GP maps indicating a complex dependence on other GP249

map properties.250

In addition to identifying an accessible path during the251

search from source to target, we also count the number of252

genotypes that do not have a neutral neighbour or neigh-253

bour with greater fitness. In other words, the proportion of254

genotypes that are local fitness peaks, therefore providing a255

measure of landscape ruggedness. The average proportion of256

genotypes that are local fitness peaks across source-target phe-257

notype pairs and fitness assignments in a given GP map, is258

represented as 〈κ〉. In Fig. 3C, the ruggedness for each rela-259

tive dimensionality d = D/L is plotted in the same four GP260

maps. We observe increasing dimensionality reduces rugged-261

ness and, as relative dimensionality drops below a certain262

level, ruggedness sharply increases. Of note is HP3x3x3,263

where ruggedness is greater at a given relative dimensional-264

ity than for the other GP maps. Where all bases may mutate at265

d = 1, around 7 in 100 genotypes are local peaks (〈κ〉 = 0.07)266

but navigability remains high (〈ψ〉 = 0.66), demonstrating267

that partially rugged landscapes can still be navigable.268

We illustrate an example of a source-target search in a269

schematic of the RNA12 GP map in Fig. 3D. We choose a270

random source and target pair and, during the search for an ac-271

cessible path, keep track of all phenotypes encountered, their272

fitness and any transition between phenotypes. Each pheno-273

type is represented as a node, edges as transitions between274

phenotypes, and the value on the vertical axis as the fitness.275

The NP = 58 phenotypes of this GP map are assigned co-276

ordinates in the horizontal plane using multidimensional scal-277

ing (MDS) based on the pairwise Hamming distance between278

phenotypes [53]. This allows phenotypes that are similar to279

each other to be located in similar parts of the MDS1-MDS2280

plane. The source and target phenotypes are labelled ‘S’ and281

‘T’ respectively, edges that may form accessible paths are282

coloured red, and the remaining edges grey. This depiction283

of the fitness landscape immediately shows that it is highly284

connected with many accessible paths.285

In Fig. 3E, with the same schematic source-target pair and286

fitness assignments as Fig. 3D, we illustrate the joint ef-287

fect of neutral correlations and dimensionality on connectiv-288

ity and navigability of the phenotype network for three dif-289

ferent degrees of correlation (no correlations, some correla-290

tions, original correlations) and three different dimensionali-291

ties (D = 2, 6, 12). The top right of the 9 plots is the original292

GP map that is also shown enlarged in Fig. 3D. In the case of293

D = 2, the dimensionality in which fitness valleys are often294

visualised in the literature, phenotypic connectivity is sparse,295

making the landscape unnavigable. The increase in naviga-296

bility with increases in both dimensionality and correlations297

highlights that both the correlation structure of the underlying298

GP map, and the high-dimensional nature of the evolutionary299

search, are essential for navigability.300

C. Navigability of functional RNA fitness landscapes301

Next we focus on the RNA secondary structure GP map by302

specifically choosing source and target phenotypes that have303

been observed in nature. This is important as only a small sub-304

set of all possible phenotypes are typically seen in real biolog-305

ical systems [48, 54] and it is navigability among this subset306

that has most relevance for evolutionary processes.307

1. Fitness valleys are not observed between short fRNAs308

We sample RNA secondary structures from the functional309

RNA database (fRNAdb) [39]. We consider pairs of fRNA310

phenotypes from the database with sequence length L, as-311

signing a random fitness 0 ≤ Fsource < 1 and Ftarget = 1,312

with random uniform assignment of fitness for all non-trivial313

phenotypes found during the search process. We consider the314

range L ∈ [20, 40], which is larger than the model GP maps315

we studied more exhaustively. We perform two distinct types316

of search by either permitting or preventing neutral mutations317

in exploring a given genotype’s mutational neighbourhood.318

This provides a means to directly measure the role of neu-319

tral correlations in facilitating navigability for larger L. Ad-320

ditionally we test two different fitness assignment schemes:321

(a) random as previously and (b) using a given phenotype’s322

dot-bracket Hamming distance to the target phenotype (see323

Section IV B 2 for further details). The former ignores non-324

neutral phenotypic correlations in the GP map, while the latter325

introduces local phenotypic fitness correlations under the as-326

sumption that similar dot-bracket phenotypes have more sim-327

ilar genotypes. As the sequence length increases the number328

of phenotypes grows as NP ≈ 1.76L [55] producing a large329

computational overhead to track all phenotypes and genotypes330
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TABLE II. The navigability 〈ψ〉 for length L = 20 − 40 fRNAs,
the number of phenotypes in the fRNA database, the proportion of
runs that are aborted α and the estimated navigability 〈ψ〉. Results
for simulations with and without neutral mutations are shown in the
left-hand and right-hand sets of columns respectively, with random
and Hamming fitness assignment in the top and bottom sets of rows
respectively. For non-aborted runs with neutral mutations per-
mitted, random observed fRNA landscapes are almost completely
navigable. When neutral mutations are prohibited, navigability is
severely reduced, but still substantial. Hamming fitness assignment
has 〈ψ〉 ≈ 1 both with and without neutral mutations. Random as-
signment with neutral mutations had T = 2 × 106, while runs with
no neutral mutations and for Hamming fitness assignment (denoted
with ∗) have computational threshold T = 2× 104 due to computa-
tional limitations.

Neutral mutations No neutral mutations∗

Fitness L N fRNAdb
P 〈ψ〉 ± SE(ψ) α 〈ψ〉 ± SE(ψ) α

Random 20 14350 0.987± 0.004 0.002 0.583± 0.016 0.063
25 12958 0.999± 0.001 0.015 0.628± 0.017 0.233
30 42195 1.000± 0.000 0.065 0.520± 0.022 0.481
35 752 1.000± 0.000 0.190 0.539± 0.025 0.603
40 662 1.000± 0.000 0.517 0.273± 0.027 0.736

Hamming∗ 20 14350 1.000± 0.000 0.001 0.992± 0.003 0.007
25 12958 1.000± 0.000 0.009 0.998± 0.001 0.021
30 42195 1.000± 0.000 0.031 0.999± 0.001 0.053
35 752 1.000± 0.000 0.050 1.000± 0.000 0.049
40 662 1.000± 0.000 0.099 0.998± 0.002 0.078

encountered during a search. The computational threshold T331

is the maximum number of genotypes whose neighbourhoods332

are searched before the search is aborted, the proportion of333

which is defined as α. In Section IV F, we describe other com-334

putational details necessary to measure navigability for larger335

L due to computational limitations.336

In Table II, the navigability 〈ψ〉 for fitness landscapes with337

fRNA of sequence length L = 20 − 40 is reported along338

with the proportion of searches that were aborted and whether339

or not neutral mutations were permitted. With neutral mu-340

tations allowed, 〈ψ〉 ≈ 1, suggesting that fitness landscapes341

with fRNAdb source and targets are highly navigable. For342

L > 30 the proportion of aborted searches increases, leading343

to the greater potential for this estimate to be biased. However,344

there is a strong indication that with a greater computational345

threshold, similarly large navigability would be achieved at346

even larger L fRNA landscapes due to the observed scaling of347

〈ψ〉 with the computational threshold (see Section A). When348

Hamming fitness assignment is used, 〈ψ〉 = 1 and aborted349

runs are rare demonstrating that phenotypic correlations (like350

genotypic correlations) enhance navigability.351

Where neutral mutations are disallowed, we find that nav-352

igability is markedly reduced below unity, although still sub-353

stantially greater than zero (〈ψ〉 ∈ [0.273, 0.628]). This find-354

ing is intriguing as it highlights that positive neutral correla-355

tions are important, but not essential, for the existence of ac-356

cessible paths in this system. A possible explanation lies in the357

vast number of phenotypes NP ≈ 1.76L available in the GP358

map, coupled with its high dimensionality. As fitness is ran-359

fRNA 
accession:DQ75

fRNA 
accession:DQ69

FIG. 4. Example of an accessible path for a specific L = 30
fRNA source-target pair. As introduced in Fig. 3D, phenotypes are
nodes whose coordinates are derived from a multidimensional scal-
ing (MDS) embedding of the phenotype similarities based on Ham-
ming distance, while the vertical axis is fitness. We show the vast
extent of phenotypes discovered during the search as ‘grey’ nodes, a
shortest accessible path connecting the source and target phenotypes
with red edges, and the phenotypes along this path shaded in pro-
portion to fitness. The example illustrates the interconnected nature
of the fitness landscapes for a concrete fRNA example, where the
properties of the GP map are key in facilitating navigability.

domly assigned and novel variation is only a few mutations360

away, there is a pool of non-neutral phenotypes with possi-361

bly larger fitness, potentially within a small mutational radius.362

Additionally, given the fRNAdb is occupied with highly fre-363

quent phenotypes [55], the source and target themselves will364

have greater robustness and therefore larger neutral spaces365

that may be found. With Hamming fitness assignment, the re-366

duction in navigability is only marginal suggesting that pheno-367

typic correlations can overcome dramatically diminished neu-368

tral correlations.369

In Fig. 4, we use the representation introduced in Fig. 3D370

to illustrate an accessible path in fRNA. For the success-371

ful traversal between a specific source and target fRNA, we372

see a vast array of background, ‘greyed out’ phenotypes dis-373

covered during the search for an accessible path, as well374

as a shortest accessible path connecting 10 different pheno-375

types with the node colour and their vertical axis coordinate376

showing their fitness. This illustration further highlights the377

hyper-connectedness and high-dimensional bypasses present378

in fRNA GP maps that are afforded through exponentially in-379

creasing redundancy, positive neutral correlations, and high380

dimensionality. The phenotype network also serves again as381

an alternative depiction of the fitness landscape in which the382

effect of GP map structure on the course of potential evolu-383

tionary explorations may be grasped more intuitively.384

Summarising our results, we have demonstrated that fRNA385

GP maps have navigable fitness landscapes up to L = 30386

fRNA , and likely up to L = 40 given observed scaling with387

increased computational time.. They are highly likely to be388

navigable for even larger in vivo fRNAs due to the observed389

scaling of both the GP map properties and navigability with390
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A

B

C

D

FIG. 5. Navigability under evolutionary dynamics with source
and target phenotypes sampled from the fRNA database with
random and Hamming fitness assignments under monomorphic
(left) and polymorphic (right) evolutionary dynamics. (A-C) The
evolutionary navigability for 50 different target fRNA phenotypes
p are illustrated using histograms of

〈
ψevo

p

〉
for each random target

fRNA phenotype at lengths L = 20, 30, 40. The blue shaded his-
togram show the proportion of successful searches for random fitness
assignment, and the orange histogram for Hamming fitness assign-
ment. Evolutionary navigability is shown as vertical dashed lines and
the proportion of aborted searches as horizontal dotted lines. Ham-
ming fitness assignment has high navigability across all lengths in
both regimes. Random fitness assignment has higher navigability at
L = 20, decreasing with increasing L. (D) Identical to the (C) but
now allowing small decreases in fitness of ∆F = 0.05 along the
adaptive path, which increases navigability in random fitness land-
scapes. Histogram bar heights may not sum to Nt = 50 due to some
phenotypes p having all searches aborted yielding no estimate for〈
ψevo

p

〉
.

respect to the computational threshold. Neutral mutations391

drastically increase and non-neutral phenotypic correlations392

enhance navigability, but neither solely determine the pres-393

ence of accessible paths.394

2. Evolutionary dynamics make use of accessible paths between395

fRNAs396

Having considered whether accessible paths exist in a va-397

riety of GP maps, we next consider whether these accessible398

paths are found under evolutionary dynamics. It is conceiv-399

able that, while accessible paths to the true fitness maximum400

exist in a fitness landscape, there are so many alternative paths401

leading to local fitness maxima, that a population will become402

trapped, necessitating passage across a fitness valley to reach403

the fittest phenotype.404

Under evolutionary dynamics the adaptive path taken may405

be dependent on population mutation rate (NµL, withN pop-406

ulation size, µ point mutation rate andL sequence length). We407

therefore explored both monomorphic (NµL� 1) and poly-408

morphic NµL � 1 regimes in the main text, with Section B409

and Section C further investigating the role of population size410

and mutation rates.411

For monomorphic evolutionary dynamics, we simulated412

evolution with a sequential fixation model [56] combined with413

Kimura’s fixation probability for a haploid population [57].414

For polymorphic evolutionary dynamics, we simulated a415

Wright-Fisher model, implemented via a genetic algorithm.416

Further details are provided in Section II C 2. As in the pre-417

vious Section II C, we again consider both random and Ham-418

ming fitness assignments.419

We chose Ns = 20 source phenotypes for each of Nt = 50420

target phenotypes, with the population initialised to a clonal421

population of genotypes that map to the source phenotype.422

The fitness of the target was set to 1. The adaptive path was423

measured during evolutionary search. In the monomorphic424

case, this was the sequence of genotypes (and their pheno-425

types) that fixed, while for polymorphic dynamics, the change426

in fitness of the population’s majority phenotype (more than427

50% of genotypes) was measured. Analogously to landscape428

navigability, we define evolutionary navigability 〈ψevo〉 as the429

average probability that the adaptive path reaches a target phe-430

notype from a source phenotype via an accessible path, with431

the phenotypic evolutionary navigability
〈
ψevo
p

〉
as the prob-432

ability of that an adaptive path to a specific target phenotype433

p is an accessible one. We have previously required that an434

accessible path did not have any decrease in fitness expressed435

with a tolerance to a maximum decrease of ∆F = 0 between436

phenotypes along the path. Here, we also measure the effect437

of relaxing this constraint.438

In Fig. 5A-C(left) we plot histograms of evolutionary nav-439

igability in monomorphic (NµL � 1 at N = 100, 000) and440

polymorphic (NµL = 100 at N = 100) dynamical regimes441

for fRNA source and target phenotypes at sequence lengths442

L = 20, 30, 40. For monomorphic dynamics, we find that443

the Hamming fitness assignment has
〈
ψevo
p

〉
= 1 across all444

phenotypes with negligible aborted runs. Random fitness as-445

signment has high navigability at L = 20 but decreasing with446

increasing L. Across all L the aborted fraction is sizeable447

α ∈ [0.318, 0.550]. Fig. 5D(left) relaxes the requirement448

for an accessible path to have a maximum fitness decrease449

of ∆F = 0.05. We find random fitness assignment can be450

navigable for some phenotypes (
〈
ψevo
p

〉
= 1) but with an in-451

crease in aborted runs (α = 0.887) where it remains uncer-452

tain. In Fig. 5A-C(right), a similar pattern is observed for453

polymorphic evolutionary dynamics, with Hamming fitness454

assignment having
〈
ψevo
p

〉
= 1 but with an increasing pro-455

portion of aborted runs for increasing L. Random assignment456

has reasonable
〈
ψevo
p

〉
= 0.302 at L = 20 but becomes negli-457

gible at L = 40. In Fig. 5D(right), again, allowing a tolerance458
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of ∆F = 0.05 regains navigability for some phenotypes with459

random fitness assignment (overall 〈ψevo〉 = 0.487) but with460

a large proportion aborted (α = 0.842). We explore tolerance461

further in Section E by identifying a ∆F sufficient to generate462

navigability.463

Navigability under monomorphic dynamics are sensitive to464

population size N with typically lower navigability in smaller465

populations (see Section B). Navigability under polymorphic466

evolutionary dynamics are sensitive to population mutation467

rate NµL, with lower evolutionary navigability observed for468

smaller population mutation rates in the Wright-Fisher model469

(Section C). Echoing our investigation into the role of neu-470

tral mutations in Section II C, we also considered monomor-471

phic evolutionary dynamics with and without neutral muta-472

tions where we also found that neutral mutations enhance evo-473

lutionary navigability (Section D). To gain insight beyond the474

computational limits incurred with increasing L, in Section F,475

we explore navigability of coarse-grained fRNA ‘shape’ phe-476

notypes [58]. These have recently been shown to possess477

similar GP map properties of redundancy, bias [59] and neu-478

tral correlations [60] that we have shown earlier to be associ-479

ated with and facilitate navigability. With this model we find480

evolutionary navigability can be attained in the monomorphic481

setting at lengths L = 60, 100, 140, and also enhanced by482

the Levenshtein fitness assignment, an equivalent of the Ham-483

ming fitness assignment related to phenotypic correlations.484

Our evolutionary simulations have importantly shown that485

neutral genotypic correlations and phenotypic correlations are486

sufficient to allow evolution to find accessible paths in the fit-487

ness landscape for certain conditions in both monomorphic488

and polymorphic regimes. Additionally, when these proper-489

ties are jointly available (i.e. Hamming fitness assignment490

with neutral mutations), they facilitate navigability under a491

very broad range of dynamical regimes.492

III. DISCUSSION493

Our main contribution is to explicitly include the pheno-494

type as an intermediate step between genotype and fitness,495

and therefore implicitly include generic properties such as re-496

dundancy and correlations which dramatically increase the497

navigability of fitness landscapes. We demonstrated for a498

wide range of evolutionary dynamical regimes, that biologi-499

cal systems can be navigable, even when fitness is assumed500

to be distributed randomly. When fitness correlations based501

on phenotypic similarity are incorporated, navigability is en-502

hanced even further Our conclusions, that true fitness valleys503

are probably rare, should be relevant for a broad scope of is-504

sues in biological evolution.505

Open questions remain: Firstly, our computational explo-506

rations only allow for relatively small systems to be stud-507

ied. However, there is evidence in our findings to suggest508

that navigability will hold at larger L too: 1) We found nav-509

igability to be monotonic for increasing L in the RNA we510

studied; 2) The deleterious fraction decreases monotonically511

with L for RNA; 3) While the number of sequences grows512

exponentially (NP ∼ 1.76L), as the number of sequences513

grows exponentially as 4L, the average redundancy R will514

grow exponentially too at R ∼ 2.27L. Given robustness515

scales with frequency, the average genotype’s robustness will516

also grow meaning that genotypes encountered along paths517

will have more neutral dimensions available; 4) Importantly,518

phenotypes found in vivo are taken from a tiny fraction of519

phenotypes with the largest neutral sets and largest robust-520

ness [45, 55, 59], a phenomenon which may hold much more521

widely [48] and which should greatly enhance navigability.522

5) We have mainly studied a worst-case scenario with random523

assignment of fitness to phenotypes. For the fRNA strands,524

we also studied a fitness landscape based on Hamming dis-525

tance between structures, showing that improved navigability526

drastically. While much less is known about such phenotypic527

fitness correlations, they are likely to exist more generally, and528

so enhance navigability. Taken together these arguments sug-529

gest that landscapes at larger L should have accessible paths530

and be navigable.531

Another issue to consider is that the model systems we532

study all describe some form of self-assembly, where we as-533

sign fitness to the physical structure alone. This will not al-534

ways hold for all biological systems. For example, where a535

specific sequence is necessary to facilitate binding of a pro-536

tein, an additional sequence constraint is imposed on top of537

that required to specify the structure. This additional speci-538

ficity potentially reduces both the redundancy of the pheno-539

type and the dimensionality available for accessing alternate540

genotypes.541

Our findings support work on the role of high-542

dimensionality in promoting accessibility [4, 7–11], as well543

as attempts to create an up-to-date metaphor for evolutionary544

adaptation [61], but moves well beyond the current literature545

by demonstrating both the generality across multiple systems546

and the presence of navigability with either random fitness547

assignments to phenotypes, or ones grounded in phenotypic548

similarity. A fuller understanding of the role of the GP map in549

structuring the high dimensional fitness landscape could pro-550

vide vital insights into areas such as the arrival of drug re-551

sistance [62, 63], the mutational progressions of cancer [64].552

In particular, understanding the fitness landscapes in cancer is553

notoriously challenging due to the difficulty of inferring the554

fitness of mutants [65]. Introducing the notion of a mapping555

from genotypes to phenotypes and studying generic properties556

such as genetic correlations and redundancy may provide new557

insights into cancer evolution. Another example of particular558

current interest is found in viruses such as influenza or SARS-559

CoV-2 where mutations across a multitude of sites (high di-560

mensionality) leads to variants (phenotypes) that evade host561

immune responses. Understanding whether accessible paths562

are afforded to such pathogenic viruses could provide impor-563

tant insights into their progression and population dynamics.564
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FIG. 6. Depiction of the different biological systems, specific GP maps considered and example genotype, phenotype and encoding of
phenotype.

IV. METHODS565

A. Self-assembly GP maps566

We consider three GP maps for different systems of bio-567

logical self-assembly: the RNA secondary structure GP map568

[41] for secondary structure of RNA sequences, the HP lattice569

model for protein tertiary structure [49, 66] and the Polyomino570

model for protein quaternary structure [47]. The phenotype in571

each is solely related to the assembled structure. The GP maps572

have been extensively studied and compared in ref. [30] and573

are shown in Fig. 6. We summarise their details:574

• RNA secondary structure: Genotypes are sequences575

where each position is one of the four RNA nucleotide576

bases (an alphabet A = {A,C,G,U}). Phenotypes577

are the secondary structure bonding pattern of the mini-578

mum free energy fold of the genotype, represented with579

the dot-bracket notation [41], apart from in Section F580

where ‘RNA shapes‘ are used instead [58]. We use581

the Vienna package [41] (version 1.8.5) with default pa-582

rameters to convert RNA sequences to dot-bracket sec-583

ondary structures. GP maps are represented as RNAL584

with sequences of length L. Fig. 6 illustrates three ex-585

ample GP maps at L = 12, 15, 30.586

• HP lattice model: Genotypes are sequences where each587

position is an amino acid base classified as either hy-588

drophobic or polar (an alphabet A = {H,P}) [49, 66].589

Phenotypes are the minimum energy fold of the geno-590

type, restricting the fold to occur on either a square591

or cubic lattice, with the energetics determined by in-592

teractions between neighbours on the lattice that are593

non-adjacent in the sequence. We represent folds594

with a string describing the moves that are required595

to construct fold on the lattice with the basis: ‘Up’,596

‘Down’, ‘Right’, ‘Left’ for 2D lattices, and addition-597

ally ‘Forward’ and ‘Back’ for 3D lattices. We fol-598

low refs. [50, 51] and consider energetic interactions599

between non-adjacent pairs to have values EHH = −1,600

with EHP = EPP = 0, where H are hydrophobic and601

P are polar amino acids. If a sequence has a unique602

minimum energy structure, its phenotype is that struc-603

ture, otherwise it is considered degenerate and not de-604

fined. We consider both the non-compact GP map and605
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Term and description Representation
Alphabet A
Genotype space G
Phenotype space P
Alphabet size |A| = K
Genotype length L
Dimensionality: the number of bases that may be mutated in the genotype D
Relative dimensionality d = D/L
1-mutant genotypes of genotype g σ(g)
Number of 1-mutation neighbours of genotype g |σ(g)| = (K − 1)L
Number of genotypes NG = KL

Number of phenotypes NP

GP map M : G → P
Phenotype redundancy: the number of genotypes that map to phenotype p np

Phenotype frequency: the fraction of genotypes that map to phenotype p fp
Genotypic robustness: the average proportion of mutational neighbours that are of the same
phenotype for a random non-deleterious genotype

ρg

Phenotypic robustness: the average proportion mutational neighbours that are of the same phe-
notype for a random genotype of phenotype p

ρp

GP map redundancy: the average number of genotypes per non-deleterious phenotype R = KL(1− fdel)/(NP − 1)
Fitness of phenotype p Fp

Presence of at least one accessible path (monotonic in fitness) with a binary event indicator ψ
Probability of an accessible path existing between phenotype p and q ψpq

Navigability: average probability of an accessible path for phenotype pairs of a GP map 〈ψ〉
Evolutionary navigability: average probability that an adaptive path is an accessible one under
evolutionary dynamics on a GP map

〈ψevo〉

Phenotypic evolutionary navigability: average probability that an adaptive path is an accessible
one under evolutionary dynamics on a GP map towards specific target phenotype p

〈
ψevo

p

〉
Ruggedness 〈κ〉
Neutral correlations c
RNA GP map for genotype sequence length L RNAL
Polyomino GP map with Nt kit tiles and Nc interface types SNt,Nc

HP lattice GP map for genotype sequence length L HPL
HP lattice GP map for compact phenotypes in the grid box l × w × h HPlxwxh

TABLE III. Terminology. A summary of terms and their representations used in the paper. The first column (left) provides the term used and
its description, while the second column (right) has the corresponding mathematical symbol and equation where relevant.

compact GP maps. The former identifies the minimum606

energy fold among all folds of a given length and is607

referred to as HPL. The latter only considers the set of608

compact structures as possible folds and is referred to as609

HPlxw for 2D lattices (e.g. HP5x5) and HPlxwxh for610

3D lattices (e.g. HP3x3x3). The compact HP model611

only allows folds that fit within the prescribed grid (e.g.612

either 5x5 or 3x3x3 here). These maximally compact613

subsets aim to capture the globular nature of in vivo614

proteins [67], vastly reducing the number of folds at a615

given length while being more faithful to observed pro-616

tein structure topology. Fig. 6 depicts examples from617

the two compact (HP3x3x3 and HP5x5) and two non-618

compact (HP20 and HP25) GP maps studied here.619

• Polyomino model: The Polyomino GP map represents620

protein quaternary structure on a 2D square lattice, with621

constituent tiles from assembly kit placed where inter-622

actions are present. Genotypes represent an assembly623

kit of Nt tiles, where each edge of the tile may have624

one ofNc interface types denoted by integers. Here we625

follow refs. [30, 47] and consider the GP maps SNt,Nc
,626

specifically S2,8 and S3,8. We use Nc = 8 with bases627

from an alphabet A = {0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 7} for each tile628

edge. Interactions are only allowed between 1 ↔ 2,629

3 ↔ 4, 5 ↔ 6, with 0 and 7 being neutral. The geno-630

type sequence is transformed from a sequence of bases631

and encoded in blocks of four clockwise around each632

assembly kit tile. To construct the phenotype from the633

assembly kit, the first encoded tile is used to ‘seed’ the634

assembly, with subsequent tile places made at randomly635

available points of interaction with assembly kit tiles636

that may be placed on the lattice. The assembly process637

terminates upon no available placements remaining or638

if the structure becomes unbounded. The assembly pro-639

cess is repeated k = 200 times with the final polyomino640

compared across the ensemble of assemblies. The phe-641

notype is the unique bounded shape across the ensemble642

of assemblies, allowing for rotations, with a classifica-643

tion of unbounded or non-deterministic (UND) other-644

wise.645

The GP maps may be further characterised by their geno-646

type sequence length L, base K, number of genotypes NG =647
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KL and number of phenotypes NP . The redundancy np of648

a given phenotype p is the number of genotypes that map to649

p and this is normalised by the size of the genotype space to650

give the frequency fp = np/K
L. The overall redundancy R651

of a GP map is defined as the average number of genotypes652

per non-deleterious phenotype:653

R = KL(1− fdel)/(NP − 1) (1)

We provide Table III to summarise the characteristic proper-654

ties used to differentiate the GP maps.655

A particular feature of all three GP maps is a single phe-656

notype that is of a different nature to the others: for RNA657

secondary structure this is the unfolded ‘trivial’ structure, the658

HP lattice model it is sequences that have a degenerate min-659

imum energy state and for the Polyomino model it is when660

there is either unbounded or non-deterministic growth (UND).661

We refer to this phenotype here as the deleterious or del phe-662

notype as, in each GP map, we consider it low fitness due663

to the non-specificity of the structural phenotype. We assign664

a fitness of zero for del throughout this work. While this is665

a strong assumption, given the large-scale dominance of the666

del phenotype in Polyomino and HP GP maps, we expect this667

assumption to exacerbate the presence of valleys rather than668

introducing a bias towards navigability.669

B. Measuring landscape navigability670

1. Definitions and formulation671

In order to establish the presence of fitness valleys in a fit-672

ness landscape, we consider whether it is possible to reach the673

fittest phenotype from any given point in the genotype space674

via a path where the fitness increases monotonically defined as675

an accessible path [11, 68]. Landscape navigability has pre-676

viously been defined as the proportion of accessible paths to a677

given genotype from all other genotypes [17]. To briefly sum-678

marise, here we specifically define the navigability as the av-679

erage probability that a randomly chosen phenotype pair have680

at least one accessible path between them, given a fitness as-681

signment process to phenotypes. We denote accessibility with682

ψ, where ψ = 1 indicates the presence of at least one acces-683

sible path between two phenotypes for a specific set of fitness684

assignments, and ψ = 0 indicating no accessible paths. When685

ψ = 0, a fitness valley must be traversed between the pheno-686

types. With this notation, we use 〈ψ〉 to represent navigability687

of fitness landscapes for a given GP map.688

2. Fitness landscapes689

In conjunction with the GP map M , a fitness landscape690

instance is defined by the set of phenotype fitnesses F :=691

{Fpi}
NP
i=1, with i denoting the ith indexed phenotype pi. We692

refer to the source phenotype p and target phenotype q in the693

search for an accessible path from p → q. We consider two694

fitness assignments in this paper:695

• Random fitness: random samples Fpi ∼ Uniform(0, 1)696

with target phenotype q having Fq = 1697

• Hamming distance: where the similarity of pheno-698

type p compared to a phenotype q is measured by the699

number of matching positions in the aligned pheno-700

type string representation given by F (p, q) = 1 −701 ∑L
j δ(p

(j), q(j))/L, where p(j) is the string character702

representing phenotype p at the jth base position and703

F (p, q) is the fitness of phenotype p compared to a tar-704

get phenotype q705

Fdel = 0 for all fitness assignments.706

3. Navigability estimation707

The probability of an accessible path (ψ = 1) between a708

source phenotype p and target phenotype q, given a random709

fitness landscape instance F , is deterministic with a binary710

outcome. We can define the probability of ψ more explicitly711

as a function of p, q and F as follows:712

ψ(p, q,F) := P (ψ = 1|p→ q,F) (2)

where713

ψ(p, q,F) =

{
1 if at least one accessible path exists
0 otherwise

(3)

We can take the expectation over F yielding the mean proba-714

bility of an accessible path from p to q as:715

ψpq = EF [ψ(p, q,F)] (4)

With this notation, we can define the navigability for the716

GP map as the expectation over Eq. (4) for phenotypes p and717

q sampled uniformly at random:718

〈ψ〉 = Ep,q[ψpq] (5)

We can estimate this probability of reaching a given target
phenotype q from a uniform randomly chosen source pheno-
type p by computationally measuring ψ(p, q,F) for Ns ran-
domly chosen sources for each ofNt randomly chosen targets,
with a new random fitness landscape instance F for each pair.
During the practical estimation, it is convenient to understand
the outcome of the search as:

ψ(pst, qt,Fst) =


1 at least one accessible path
0 no accessible path, not aborted
NA no accessible path, aborted

where searches are aborted if they extend beyond a computa-719

tional threshold of genotypes encountered T . An estimate of720

the navigability 〈ψ〉 can be written as:721

〈ψ〉 =
1

Nc

Nt∑
t=1

Ns∑
s=1

IT (s, t)ψ(pst, qt,Fst) (6)
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722

where pst and qt are the source and target pheno-723

types of sth source for the tth target, with IT (s, t) :=724

I (ψ(pst, qt,Fst) 6= NA) an indicator for whether the run was725

not aborted, and therefore the number of completed runs is726

Nc =
∑
t,s IT (s, t) with the aborted proportion α:727

α = 1− Nc
NtNs

(7)

The estimate of the navigability of a fitness landscape with GP
map has an associated Bernoulli standard error (derived from
an estimate of the corrected sample standard deviation):

SE(〈ψ〉) =

√
〈ψ〉 (1− 〈ψ〉)

Nc − 1
(8)

We next describe in more detail the computational algorithm728

for estimating 〈ψ〉.729

4. Navigability estimation algorithm730

For a given source and target phenotype, in each random731

landscape instance, we perform the following computational732

algorithm to measure ψ. We first provide some definitions:733

• GP map M : is a function M : G → P where G is the734

space of genotypes and P is the space of phenotypes,735

such that we can write the phenotype p of genotype g as736

p = M(g)737

• Dimensionality: We define the set of sequence positions738

that may be mutated as D, with the size of |D| being739

the dimensionality D. When |D| = L all base positions740

are mutable. Relative dimensionality is defined as the741

dimensionality relative to sequence length d = D/L742

• Alphabet: sequences have a set of A possible letters at743

a given site. The size of |A| = K is the base.744

• u0 contains genotypes whose 1-mutant neighbours are745

yet to be considered in a given search for an accessible746

path747

• u1 contains genotypes that have already had their 1-748

mutant neighbours considered in a given search for an749

accessible path750

The algorithm proceeds with a Breadth First Search (BFS):751

1. A random genotype g that maps to the source phenotype752

is chosen and added to u0753

2. Set the first element of u0 as g754

3. For base a ∈ A at position j and for each position j ∈755

D, measure genotype neighbour g′ and phenotype p′ =756

M(g′)757

4. If Fp′ ≥ Fp and g′ /∈ u1, add g′ to u0758

5. Move g from u0 to u1759

6. If |u0| = 0 or |u0|+|u1| > T (computational threshold)760

or the target phenotype is found, return ‘aborted’ or ψ761

respectively. Otherwise return to step 2762

The algorithm finishes with either u becoming empty, or763

the combined size of u0 and u1 becoming larger than a pre-764

defined threshold T (introduced in Section IV B 1), beyond765

which computational progress may become unfeasible. We766

discard these aborted runs from the measurement of navigabil-767

ity 〈ψ〉 using the indicator function IT of the previous section768

(Section IV B 3).769

As described in Eq. (6) we pick Ns source phenotypes uni-770

formly at random for each of the Nt target phenotypes also771

chosen at random. We set Nt = 20 and Ns = 50. The un-772

certainty in the estimate of the navigability 〈ψ〉 is reported as773

the standard error SE(〈ψ〉) across the ensemble of measure-774

ments.775

C. Removing correlations776

In order to measure the effect of positive neutral correla-
tions [30], we perform genotype swaps and then repeat the
measurement of 〈ψ〉. This process involves constructing a
new GP map Ms from the original GP map Ms=0 := M
where s is the number of pairs of genotypes whose pheno-
type’s have been swapped. More precisely, a swap involves
selecting two genotypes g1 and g2 with uniform random prob-
ability and setting Ms(g1) = Ms−1(g2) and Ms(g2) =
Ms−1(g1). It follows that Ms→∞ is the uncorrelated ran-
dom null model GP map with no positive neutral correlations
as used in ref. [30]. As shown in ref. [30], the random null
model has ρp ≈ fp when there are no positive neutral corre-
lations. Therefore, we additionally define the correlations c
present in a given GP map Ms by comparing the logarithm of
the average robustness-to-frequency ratio in a given GP map
against the original GP map, generating a scale for measuring
correlations in Ms:

c(s) =
log10

〈
ρp(s)
fp(s)

〉
p

log10

〈
ρp(0)
fp(0)

〉
p

(9)

where for s = 0 we have c(0) = 1, and for lims→∞ c(s) ≈ 0777

the expectation for the random model. Therefore, the scale778

yields positive values for c where there is, on average, greater779

robustness than frequency. The process of removing corre-780

lations gradually from the original GP map (s = 0) to the781

random null model (s→∞) provides a range over which the782

relationship between positive neutral correlations and naviga-783

bility may be considered in GP maps. We measure the navi-784

gability of S2,8, RNA12, HP3x3x3 and HP5x5 by taking 100785

evenly spaced values for s on the range s = [0,KL] and mea-786

suring 〈ψ〉 and c(s) for each.787
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D. Restricting dimensionality788

To measure the role of dimensionality we restrict the di-789

mensionality of a search for an accessible path from source to790

target by only allowing a set of D randomly chosen positions791

along the sequence to be mutated in the 1-mutant neighbour792

measurement in Step 3 of the navigability algorithm above793

(Section IV B 4). The dimensionalityD is the number of posi-794

tions that may be mutated |D|, and the relative dimensionality795

d := D/L. When D = L we have the original dimensional-796

ity, while for D = 1 only a single sequence position may be797

mutated. The GP map M itself is not changed under this di-798

mensional restriction but rather the connectivity of genotypes799

and therefore the connectivity of the fitness landscape.800

We measure the navigability of S2,8, RNA12, HP3x3x3 and801

HP5x5 by taking evenly spaced values for D on the range802

D ∈ [1, L].803

E. Measuring ruggedness804

For fitness landscapes, related to navigability is the con-805

cept of landscape ruggedness. We measure κ(g), whether a806

genotype is a local fitness maximum, during the search from807

source to target. The average proportion of genotypes that are808

local fitness maxima provides a measure of ruggedness [26].809

Whether a genotype g is a local fitness peak is determined by810

the fitness of all accessible 1-mutant neighbours g′, such that:811

κ(g) =

{
1 if FM(g′) < FM(g)∀g′ ∈ σ(g)

0 otherwise
(10)

where we have the function σ(g) which returns the set of 1-812

mutants of genotype g. We calculate the ruggedness for a813

landscape by taking the average of κ(g) over all genotypes814

and all source-target pairs once the search has completed. We815

denote the ruggedness as 〈κ〉.816

F. Navigability in the functional RNA database817

In Section II C, we examine navigability in a specific sub-818

set of RNA phenotypes, namely those that are found in the819

functional RNA database (fRNAdb) [39]. For a given length820

we use all phenotypes in proportion to their occurrence in the821

fRNAdb apart from the trial structure which we exclude as it822

is assigned zero fitness here. We randomly choose Nt = 50823

targets with Ns = 20 randomly chosen sources from this set.824

In order to examine navigability between functional RNAs,825

we must consider sequences longer than L = 15. In doing so,826

we introduce additional computational overhead given the in-827

creasing neutral set size resulting in the condition |u0|+|u1| >828

T being more likely to be met. Therefore to maximise the829

number of non-aborted runs, we perform a modified Depth-830

First Search (DFS) where we attempt to greedily follow paths831

of increasing gradient until we reach the max fit phenotype.832

If the path fails, instead of moving back one step as in a stan-833

dard DFS, we go all the way back to the start of the walk and834

pick an unexplored neighbour with the lowest fitness to begin835

a new uphill walk. In this way, we maximise the exploration836

of new phenotypes by always starting our deep walks from the837

lowest point while still maintaining the ability to perform long838

walks during the search.839

We write the modified DFS algorithm explicitly as:840

1. A random genotype g that maps to the source phenotype841

is chosen and added to u0.842

2. Set the first element of u0 as g, and p = M(g)843

3. For each alternative base a ∈ A at position j and for844

each position j in D, measure genotype neighbour g′845

and phenotype p′ = M(g′)846

4. If any g′ has Fp′ > Fp and g′ /∈ u1 and g′ /∈ u0, add g′847

to front of u0 and return to step 2848

5. If any g′ have p = p′ and |u0| = 1, add one such neutral849

case to the back of u0 if g′ /∈ u0 and g′ /∈ u1850

6. Move g from u0 to u1851

7. If |u0| = 0 or |u0|+|u1| > T (computational threshold)852

or the target phenotype is found, return ‘aborted’ or ψ853

respectively. Otherwise return to step 2.854

We note that for searches where neutral mutations are not per-855

mitted as part of the search, step 5 of the above is omitted.856

In terms of computational time, on a single Intel Xeon core857

at 2.8GHz a single search for a target with T = 2× 106 took858

on average 0.9 minutes for L = 20, 1.3 hours for L = 30 and859

19.1 hours for L = 40. With T = 2× 104, the times were on860

average 0.1 minutes for L = 20, 3.0 minutes for L = 30 and861

19.5 minutes for L = 40.862

G. Navigability estimation under evolutionary dynamics863

We measured fitness landscape navigability as the average864

probability that a given source-target pair could be connected865

by way of an accessible path. We extend this definition to the866

more strict requirement of evolutionary navigability where the867

evolutionary dynamics of a population is considered instead of868

just the existence of an accessible path in crossing the fitness869

landscape.870

1. Monomorphic evolutionary dynamics871

We model monomorphic evolutionary dynamics with a se-872

quential fixation model [56], assuming that the rate of mu-873

tation is much less than the time it takes for mutants to reach874

fixation once they have arisen. Under this model, the sequence875

of fixation can be treated as a Markov chain, with the adaptive876

path of the population essentially following a biased random877

walk.878

Following the formalism of ref. [56], and assuming that the879

neighbouring genotypes σ(g) of genotype g will be produced880
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at equal rates, the probability that mutant genotype h will be881

the next to fix after genotype g, is given by:882

P (g, h) =
Pfix(s(h, g), N)∑

g′∈σ(g) Pfix(s(g′, g), N)
(11)

where the probability Pfix that a given mutant arising in a hap-883

loid population of size N is given by Kimura’s equation [57]:884

Pfix(s,N) =
1− exp(−2s)

1− exp(−2Ns)
(12)

with s(g′, g) = Fg′/Fg − 1 as the relative fitness of genotype885

g′ to genotype g.886

To computationally implement these dynamics for a given887

source-target pair of phenotypes p and q respectively, with fit-888

ness assignment function F (either random or Hamming, Sec-889

tion IV B 2), we perform the following algorithm up to a limit890

of T iterations:891

1. Set genotype g as the source genotype and its phenotype892

p corresponding to randomly chosen entry from fRNA893

database, calculating its fitness Fp using the fitness as-894

signment function895

2. For each neighbouring genotype g′ in the set σ(g) of896

neighbours of g, calculate their phenotype p′ = M(g′)897

3. Calculate the fitness of each neighbour Fp′ and the898

Pfix(s(g′, g), N)899

4. Randomly choose a neighbour genotype g′ in propor-900

tion to Pfix(s(g′, g), N)901

5. Set g ← g′, t← t+ 1902

6. Return to step 2 if M(g′) 6= q and t < T . Otherwise903

terminate.904

We performed the evolutionary search for Ns = 20 sources905

for each of Nt = 50 targets randomly chosen from the fRNA906

database at lengths L = 20, 30, 40, with both random and907

Hamming distance fitness assignment (Section IV B 2. A908

computational limit of T = 50, 000 sequential fixations was909

used. On a single Intel Xeon core at 2.8GHz a single search910

from source to target took on average 0.4 minutes for L = 20,911

5.1 minutes for L = 30 and 30.7 minutes for L = 40.912

2. Non-monomorphic evolutionary dynamics913

For non-monomorphic evolutionary dynamics, we mod-914

elled the evolutionary process using Wright-Fisher dynam-915

ics [69, 70]. This directly involved simulating a population916

of N genotypes and updating this population every genera-917

tion with genotypes chosen for reproduction in proportion to918

their fitness, with point mutations applied.919

For a given source-target pair of phenotypes p and q respec-920

tively, we use the following algorithm:921

1. Set genotype g as the source genotype and its pheno-922

type p corresponding to randomly chosen entry from923

the fRNA database924

2. Make N copies of g constructing the population Γt=0925

at time t = 0926

3. For subsequent times 0 < t ≤ T (with T as the com-927

putational limit/maximum number of generations), we928

repeat the following:929

(a) For ith genotype gi of the population Γt, calculate930

the phenotype pi and its fitness Fpi931

(b) Sample N genotypes at random with probabil-932

ity Fpi/
∑
k Fpk with replacement from Γt, con-933

structing a temporary population of genotypes Γ′t934

(c) For each base position j for each genotype i of935

Γ′t, apply a random mutation with Bernoulli prob-936

ability µ (point mutation rate). Where a mutation937

is applied to gij , a random alternative base to the938

current is chosen from {A,C,G,U}\gij with uni-939

form probability.940

(d) Set the population at time t + 1 from the mutated941

temporary population: Γt+1 ← Γ′t942

We performed the evolutionary search for Ns = 20 sources943

for each of Nt = 50 targets randomly chosen from the fRNA944

database at lengths L = 20, 30, 40, with both random and945

Hamming distance fitness assignment (Section IV B 2. A946

computational limit of T = 20, 000 generations and a pop-947

ulation size of N = 100 was used. Population mutation rates948

of NµL = 1 (intermediate), NµL = 10 and NµL = 100949

(polymorphic as NµL� 1) were investigated.950

On a single Intel Xeon core at 2.8GHz, a single simulation951

of a population of size N = 100 for T = 10, 000 generations952

took on average 1.3 minutes for L = 20, 5.6 minutes for L =953

30 and 16.7 minutes for L = 40.954

3. Estimating evolutionary navigability955

To quantify navigability under evolutionary dynamics we956

need to define the adaptive path from source to target. For957

monomorphic evolutionary dynamics, this is the genotypes958

(and their corresponding phenotype’s and fitness) along the959

Markov chain of sequential fixations. For non-monomorphic960

evolutionary dynamics, we measure whether the population961

Γt has a majority phenotype with proportion greater than 50%,962

otherwise recording a null value, leading to a sequence of ma-963

jority phenotypes and their corresponding fitnesses during the964

search. An accessible path is an adaptive path that reaches the965

target with monotonic fitness changes along the adaptive path.966

We defined evolutionary navigability for a given GP map as967

the average probability that an adaptive path was an accessi-968

ble path given the evolutionary dynamics, GP map and fitness969

assignment.970

To estimate this computationally, we record two binary
properties of the search: 1) whether the target was discovered
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(‘Successful’) 2) whether the adaptive path only increased in
fitness (‘Monotonic’). We record whether the population took
an accessible path by enumerating the cases:

ψevo =


1 Successful AND Monotonic
0 Successful AND not Monotonic
0 not Successful AND not Monotonic
NA not Successful AND Monotonic

with the evolutionary navigability then estimated over a k-971

indexed ensemble of searches as:972

〈ψevo〉 =
1

Nc

∑
k

ψevo
sk,tk

I
(
ψevo
sk,tk

6= NA
)

(13)

with Nc =
∑
k I
(
ψevo
sk,tk

6= NA
)

counting the searches where973

it is certain that the search will be via an accessible path or974

not. As in Eq. (7), the proportion of searches aborted is given975

by α = 1 − Nc

NtNs
. We additionally define the phenotypic976

evolutionary navigability
〈
ψevo
p

〉
for an individual phenotype977

p as an ensemble where tk = p ∀k, such that:978 〈
ψevo
p

〉
=

1

Nc

∑
k

ψevo
sk,p

I
(
ψevo
sk,p
6= NA

)
(14)

providing a means to investigate the distribution conditional979

on the target phenotype p as well as overall navigability.980

V. DATA AVAILABILITY981

The dataset containing functional RNA (fRNAdb) used982

in this paper is available at: https://doi.org/10.983

18908/lsdba.nbdc00452-001. The GP maps anal-984

ysed are available under Section VI.985

VI. CODE AVAILABILITY986

The ViennaRNA package (1.8.5), RNAshape package987

https://anaconda.org/bioconda/rnashapes988

and custom C++ and Python source code was used to989

construct GP maps and perform computational sim-990

ulations. The source code is available at: https:991

//github.com/sgreenbury/gp-maps-nav.992
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FIG. 7. Proportion of estimations aborted for four different
thresholds for different fRNA length L. Dashed lines provide
quadratic interpolations to illustrate potential computational thresh-
olds for which a given abortion threshold may be reached if the fit
holds for extrapolation. As a guide, we highlight the computational
limit corresponding to one month of chronological time given avail-
able computational resources.

Appendix A: Impact of computational thresholds on discovery1245

of estimation of navigability1246

To allow us to consider the plausibility of navigable land-1247

scapes for longer fRNA (L > 20), we explore the effect of1248

changing the computational threshold T (Section IV B 1) at1249

which the search for an accessible path is aborted. We test1250

four orders of magnitude for the threshold |u0| + |u1| < T1251

condition: Nthresh = {2× 103, 2× 104, 2× 105 and 2× 106}.1252

In each case we attempt Nt = 50 target phenotypes and for1253

each target Ns = 20 source phenotypes and attempt to iden-1254

tify an accessible path, where we record whether a search was1255

successful, unsuccessful or aborted.1256

In Fig. 7 the proportion of runs that are aborted respectively1257

for the different thresholds against the length of the fRNA se-1258

quences. The change in the proportion of aborted runs is per-1259

tinent for understanding both how navigability changes when1260

increasing the threshold and also what level of T is required1261

to be able to reasonably estimate navigability for a given1262

length L. For all lengths L and thresholds T , navigability1263

〈ψ〉 ≈ 1, showing that almost all non-aborted runs have acces-1264

sible paths. Extrapolating this observation we should expect1265

high navigability for longer length L > 30 if greater compu-1266

tation resource were available. With respect to the required1267

computational thresholds for a given length L, we observe,1268

very roughly, that around 50% aborted proportion is reached1269

for L = 20 at T = 2 × 103, for L = 35 at T = 2 × 105 and1270

L = 40 at T = 2× 106. Extrapolating with quadratic fits we1271

could hypothesise that the aborted threshold could be reduced1272

to 10% for L = 40 at between [2× 107, 2× 108].1273

FIG. 8. Navigability under monomorphic evolutionary
dynamics for fRNA L = 20, 30, 40 (rows) for random and
Hamming fitness assignments at different population sizes
N = 10, N = 1, 000, N = 100, 000 (columns). Blue shaded
histogram show the proportion of successful searches for random
fitness assignment, and the orange histogram for Hamming fitness
assignment. Mean navigability is shown as vertical dashed lines
and the proportion of aborted searches as horizontal dotted lines.
Evolutionary navigability increases with increasing population size,
is found under both random and Hamming fitness assignment, but
with Hamming fitness assignment providing greater navigability at
N = 1, 000 and for N = 100, 000 with fewer aborted searches.

Appendix B: The effect of population size on navigability in1274

monomorphic evolutionary dynamics1275

In Section II C 2, we considered monomorphic evolution-1276

ary dynamics with N = 100, 000. Here, we examine the1277

dependence of evolutionary navigability on population size.1278

Fig. 8 shows results for random and Hamming fitness assign-1279

ment at N = 10; 1, 000; 100, 000 demonstrating that popula-1280

tion size critically determines navigability. Small population1281

sizes (N = 10) show very low navigability with the emer-1282

gence of higher navigability at N = 1, 000 and 100, 000. Re-1283

markably, for Hamming fitness, 〈ψevo〉 = 1 for N = 1, 0001284

and N = 100, 000 for L = 20, 30, 40 and negligible aborted1285

searches with α < 0.010 across all cases. For random fit-1286

ness assignment, the increase in navigability with increasing1287

population size is less stark: at N = 1, 000 the navigabil-1288

ity for L = 20 is non-negligible at 〈ψevo〉 = 0.302, with a1289

gradual reduction observed (〈ψevo〉 = 0.021 for L = 30 and1290

〈ψevo〉 = 0.003 for L = 40). However, for N = 100, 000 at1291

L = 20, 30, 40, the random fitness assignment also has size-1292

able navigability with 〈ψevo〉 = 0.966, 0.642, 0.204 respec-1293

tively. However, it is notable that an increasing proportion are1294

aborted (α = 0.318, 0.463, 0.550 at L = 20, 30, 40).1295

The increase in navigability with increasing population size1296

is intuitive: Eq.(12) has a dependence on N such that de-1297

creases become exponentially less likely for larger N . For1298
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FIG. 9. Navigability under non-monomorphic evolutionary dy-
namics for fRNA L = 20, 30, 40 (rows) for random and Ham-
ming fitness assignments at different population mutation rates
NµL = 1, 10, 100 (columns) a N = 100. Blue shaded his-
togram show the proportion of successful searches for random fit-
ness assignment, and the orange histogram for Hamming fitness as-
signment. Mean navigability is shown as vertical dashed lines and
the proportion of aborted searches as horizontal dotted lines. Evolu-
tionary navigability increases with increasing population mutation
rate for both random and Hamming fitness assignment, but with
Hamming fitness assignment providing greater navigability and with
fewer aborted searches.

example, for novel phenotype q with Fq = 0.999 compared to1299

Fp = 1.0, s = −0.001. The resulting probability of fixation1300

for N = 10; 1000; 100000 are Pfix = 0.10, 3 × 10−4, 3 ×1301

10−90 demonstrating a large reduction in the probability of1302

fixation for mutants that have even just a small s = 0.1% de-1303

crease in fitness.1304

Appendix C: The effect of population mutation rate on1305

navigability in non-monomorphic evolutionary dynamics1306

In Section II C 2, we considered navigability for polymor-1307

phic evolutionary dynamics at NµL = 100 for N = 100,1308

using a Wright-Fisher model (see Section IV G) with popula-1309

tions evolving over T = 20, 000 generations. Here, we extend1310

the analysis to lower population mutation rates NµL = 101311

and NµL = 1. These represent somewhat ‘in-between’1312

monomorphic (NµL � 1) and polymorphic (NµL � 1)1313

dynamical regimes.1314

In Fig. 9, we plot evolutionary navigability for Ns = 201315

fRNA sources and each of Nt = 50 targets at L = 20, 30, 401316

(rows) for NµL = 1, 10, 100 (columns). At NµL =1317

100, Hamming fitness assignment has 〈ψevo〉 = 1 but with1318

an increasing fraction aborted with increasing L, reaching1319

α = 0.389 at L = 40. For random fitness assignment at1320

NµL = 100, for L = 20, 30, 40, evolutionary navigabil-1321

FIG. 10. Evolutionary navigability 〈ψevo〉 for fRNA under
monomorphic evolutionary dynamics with and without neutral
mutations permitted. Histograms of evolutionary navigability by
target is plotted forNt = 50 targets estimated fromNs = 20 sources
for RNA sequences of length L = 20 (top), L = 30 (middle) and
L = 40 (bottom), and random (left) and Hamming (right) fitness
assignments. N = 100, 000 in all dynamics. Random fitness as-
signment are in blue, Hamming fitness assignment in orange with
the versions that did not allow neutral mutations shown in lighter
shades. Vertical dashed lines indicate the overall evolutionary navi-
gability 〈ψevo〉 and the horizontal dotted lines indicate the proportion
of runs α that were aborted. Random fitness assignment decays to
low navigability for all lengths, while Hamming fitness assignment
is depleted but remains non-negligible across all lengths.

ity decreases with 〈ψevo〉 = 0.383, 0.111, 0.060 respectively.1322

At NµL = 10, evolutionary navigability with Hamming fit-1323

ness assignment begins to decrease as L increases (〈ψevo〉 =1324

0.972, 0.765, 0.250 for L = 20, 30, 40), and for NµL = 1 the1325

drop is even more pronounced (〈ψevo〉 = 0.759, 0.298, 0.0561326

for L = 20, 30, 40), with increasing fractions aborted. For1327

random fitness assignment at NµL = 10 and NµL = 1, evo-1328

lutionary navigability is negligible with 〈ψevo〉 < 0.024 and a1329

relatively low aborted proportion α.1330

Our results here indicate that, with the Wright-Fisher model1331

and definition of majority phenotype for defining the pheno-1332

types along the adaptive path, decreasing population muta-1333

tion rate leads to less navigability, with the effect more pro-1334

nounced at larger L and for random fitness assignment. Fur-1335

ther research would be beneficial to understand whether this1336

approach is effectively capturing the adaptive path at interme-1337

diate population mutation rates.1338
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Appendix D: The role of neutral mutations for navigability in1339

monomorphic evolutionary dynamics1340

We explore the role of neutral mutations in facilitating evo-1341

lutionary navigability for fRNA at varying sequence length1342

(L = 20, 30, 40) under different fitness functions (random and1343

Hamming fitness assignment).1344

As demonstrated in Section II C and Table II, positive neu-1345

tral correlations manifest through mutational robustness with1346

neutral mutations playing a crucial role in facilitating the pres-1347

ence of accessible paths. A natural extension is to ask what1348

role these play under the evolutionary dynamics? Monomor-1349

phic evolutionary dynamics provide a simple experimental1350

setting in which we explore this. To do so, we modify the1351

probability of transitioning to neighbouring mutant genotypes1352

h from the current fixed genotype g, to have zero probability1353

if they are neutral (i.e. M(g) = M(h)). We can rewrite this1354

by modifying Eq. (12):1355

Pfix (s(g′, g), N) =

{
1−exp(−2s)

1−exp(−2Ns) M(g′) 6= M(g)

0 M(g′) = M(g)
(D1)

such that neutral cases where M(g′) = M(g) are assigned1356

Pfix = 0.1357

In Fig. 10, we show the evolutionary navigability under1358

these dynamics for three sequence lengths L = 20 (top)1359

L = 30 (middle), L = 40 (bottom) measured across Nt = 501360

targets and Ns = 20 sources per target for both random (left)1361

and Hamming fitness assignment to phenotypes at a popula-1362

tion size N = 100, 000 (as in Fig. 5(left)). We focus on this1363

case to explore the effect of removing neutral mutations be-1364

cause navigability is present for both fitness assignments at1365

this population size.1366

For random fitness assignments, we observe that neu-1367

tral mutations are essential for finding accessible paths with1368

〈ψevo〉 = 0 for all lengths examined. The number of aborted1369

runs also decreases to zero as steps of decreasing fitness are1370

more likely to have been taken even when the target is not1371

found. This is in stark contrast the the actual availability of1372

accessible paths when neutral mutations are prohibited (Ta-1373

ble II) where 〈ψ〉 > 0.273 for L = 20 − 40, demonstrating1374

their criticality under random fitness.1375

For Hamming fitness assignment the effect is less profound1376

with 〈ψevo〉 = 0.559 for L = 20, 〈ψevo〉 = 0.437 for L = 301377

and 〈ψevo〉 = 0.791 for L = 40. However, the fact that there1378

is a decrease from 〈ψevo〉 is of note as it identifies that pheno-1379

typic correlations through the Hamming distance are not suffi-1380

cient to guarantee evolutionary navigability under monomor-1381

phic evolutionary dynamics, with the joint role of positive1382

neutral correlations and phenotypic correlations driving com-1383

plete evolutionary navigability.1384

Appendix E: Navigability with tolerance to fitness decreases1385

In Section II C 2, we introduced the possibility of allowing1386

paths to possess tolerance to small decreases in fitness ∆F .1387

Here, we extend this further by asking the question: what1388

TABLE IV. Upper bound for fitness tolerance ∆Fmin at which
〈ψevo〉 > 0.5 with aborted proportion α in brackets.

Length Fitness NµL� 1 NµL = 100

20 Random 0.050 (0.124) 0.025 (0.281)
20 Hamming 0.000 (0.001) 0.000 (0.037)
30 Random 0.050 (0.537) 0.050 (0.806)
30 Hamming 0.000 (0.001) 0.000 (0.073)
40 Random 0.075 (0.883) 0.075 (0.909)
40 Hamming 0.000 (0.000) 0.000 (0.389)

is the smallest allowable decrease in absolute fitness for an1389

evolutionary path to be more likely to be accessible than not?1390

That is, for 〈ψevo〉 > 0.5, what ∆F must we have on average?1391

As before, the allowable decrease in fitness along a path for is1392

∆F , with the requirement for strictly monotonic paths being1393

where ∆F = 0. We therefore recompute 〈ψevo〉 (∆F ) as a1394

function of ∆F in intervals of 0.025 on the range [0, 1], and1395

record ∆Fmin = argmin∆F 〈ψevo〉 (∆F ) > 0.5.1396

In Table E, we show the values for ∆Fmin for monomor-1397

phic NµL � 1 and polymorphic (NµL � 1) evolutionary1398

dynamics, along with the remaining aborted fraction at this1399

threshold at a population size of N = 100 (comparable with1400

main results Fig. 5).1401

The results show that for the monomorphic case with ran-1402

dom fitness assignment, at L = 20 and L = 30, if the fitness1403

is allowed to decrease by an absolute value of 0.050 along the1404

path 〈ψevo〉 > 0.5, while for L = 40 this critical value is1405

greater at 0.075. However, the fraction aborted is of note with1406

α = 0.124, α = 0.537 and α = 0.883 for L = 20, 30, 401407

respectively. For the monomorphic case, the Hamming fitness1408

function has ∆Fmin = 0 across each length.1409

For the polymorphic case with random fitness assignment,1410

similar thresholds less than 0.1 are observed with ∆Fmin =1411

0.025, 0.050, 0.075 for L = 20, 30, 40 respectively, but again1412

with substantial aborted values of α = 0.281, 0.806, 0.9091413

respectively.1414

Our results here further support indications in Fig. 5D that1415

only small relaxation in the allowable fitness decrease along1416

the adaptive path can lead to a large increase in navigability.1417

Appendix F: Evolutionary navigability with RNA shapes for1418

longer fRNA sequences1419

We have been limited to studying sequences of limited1420

length (up to L = 40 for fRNA) due to the vast and exponen-1421

tially growing number of phenotypes (NP ≈ 1.76L) at a given1422

lengthL. However, an alternative approach for studying larger1423

L is to instead use coarse-grained representations of the ‘dot-1424

bracket’ phenotype, considering the ‘shape’ rather than exact1425

description of the secondary structure. This ‘RNAshape’ ap-1426

proach was introduced by Giegerich et al. [58] and has been1427

successfully demonstrated to possess similar GP map proper-1428

ties such as bias [59] and robustness relationships [60]. Here1429

we make use of the ‘RNAshapes’ description to allow much1430

longer sequences to be considered with respect to evolution-1431
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TABLE V. Example genotype, dot-bracket and RNA shapes for a random fRNA with L = 60.

Sequence/structure/shape

Genotype UUGAACCGUAUGCAUCAAAAAGUGCAUGUACGGUUCCUAAGGGAUAAAAAUUUACCCUAC
Phenotype (dot-bracket) ..(((((((((((((......)))))..))))))))...((((.(((....)))))))..
Phenotype (shape level 1) _[[]_]_[_[]]_
Phenotype (shape level 2) [[]_][_[]]
Phenotype (shape level 3) [[]][[]]
Phenotype (shape level 4) [][]
Phenotype (shape level 5) [][]

TABLE VI. Number of sequences and phenotypes at each coarse-
grained level in the fRNA database.

Genotypes dot-bracket Shape level 1 Shape level 3
L

60 354 344 209 38
80 566 532 428 100
100 939 886 736 247
120 3006 2945 2654 912
140 291 284 283 253
160 1617 1590 1574 1351

FIG. 11. Evolutionary navigability 〈ψevo〉 with RNA shape
level 1 phenotypes with fRNA for varying population size and
sequence length. Histograms of evolutionary navigability by target
is plotted for Nt = 50 targets estimated from Ns = 20 sources
for RNA sequences of length L = 20 (top), L = 30 (middle)
and L = 40 (bottom), and for population sizes N = 10 (left),
N = 1, 000 (middle) and N = 100, 000 (right). Results with ran-
dom fitness assignment are in blue with Hamming fitness assignment
in orange. Vertical dashed lines indicate the overall evolutionary nav-
igability 〈ψevo〉 and the horizontal dotted lines indicate the proportion
of runs α that were aborted. Landscapes are typically navigable even
with random fitness forN = 1, 000 andN = 100, 000. Larger com-
pared to smaller population sizes and Hamming compared to random
fitness assignment lead to greater navigability.

ary navigability to provide evidence as to what we might ex-1432

pect for navigability in larger fRNA. We extend our analysis1433

to consider RNA phenotypes sampled from the fRNAdb at1434

L = 60, 100, 140 (where NP ≈ 5× 1014, 3× 1024, 2× 1034
1435

FIG. 12. Evolutionary navigability 〈ψevo〉 with RNA shape
level 3 phenotypes with fRNA for varying population size and
sequence length. Histograms of evolutionary navigability by target
is plotted for Nt = 50 targets estimated from Ns = 20 sources
for RNA sequences of length L = 60 (top), L = 100 (middle)
and L = 140 (bottom), and for population sizes N = 10 (left),
N = 1, 000 (middle) and N = 100, 000 (right). Results with ran-
dom fitness assignment are in blue with Levenshtein fitness assign-
ment in orange. Vertical dashed lines indicate the overall evolution-
ary navigability 〈ψevo〉 and the horizontal dotted lines indicate the
proportion of runs α that were aborted.

respectively, demonstrating the intractability), using the RNA1436

‘shape’ as the phenotype instead of the ‘dot-bracket’ struc-1437

ture. Table F illustrates an example L = 60 fRNA structure1438

for different levels of coarse-grained shape. Table F provides1439

counts of the number of unique sequence/structures/shapes at1440

different lengths, with longer lengths intuitively getting closer1441

to the number of unique sequences.1442

To find the shape for a given genotype, we first map each1443

sequence to the dot-bracket phenotype before a further step to1444

the RNA shape (level=1 and level=3 as used in [59]). We then1445

assign fitness either randomly as we do with the dot-bracket,1446

or based on a distance measure from the target to incorporate1447

phenotypic correlations. For a given length RNA sequence,1448

as the shape structure is no longer of fixed length or with spe-1449

cific alignment, the Hamming distance is not an appropriate1450
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measure for measuring the distance from a target. Instead, we1451

choose the Levenshtein distance between two strings which1452

can accommodate variable length and non-specific alignment1453

by measuring distance in terms of the minimum number of1454

insertions, deletions or substitutions to map one string to the1455

other [71]. We define the Levenshtein distance between shape1456

p and q, lev(p, q) and to use the distance measure as a fitness1457

measure, we calculate the fitness:1458

Flev(p, q) = 1− lev(p, q)

max(L(p), L(q))
(F1)

where L(p) is the length of shape p and by definition the max-1459

imum value for max lev(p, q) := max(L(p), L(q)).1460

Due to the additional computational expense of folding1461

larger genotypes, we restrict the monomorphic evolutionary1462

dynamics to a maximum number of generations T = 1, 0001463

but other parameters and methods remain identical to Sec-1464

tion IV G 1.1465

In Fig. F and Fig. 12, we depict the measured evolution-1466

ary navigability for Ns = 20 sources towards Nt = 20 tar-1467

gets under monomorphic evolutionary dynamics for a range1468

of N for shape level 1 and shape level 3 phenotypes respec-1469

tively, corresponding to increasing levels of coarse-grained1470

representation. As for shorter fRNA, the same pattern is ob-1471

served. Shape based fitness function (Levenshtein here rather1472

than Hamming) lead to greater evolutionary navigability than1473

random fitness assignment. This highlights the role of the1474

phenotypic correlations. Additionally, larger population sizes1475

lead to greater navigability due to the decreased probabil-1476

ity of lower fitness mutants fixing under the Kimura fixation1477

probability (Eq. (12)). Lastly, as sequence length increases,1478

while navigability remains almost certain for N = 100, 0001479

under either fitness function, for N = 1, 000 there is a de-1480

crease to low navigability for random fitness. For N = 10,1481

both fitness functions see a reduction to low navigability as1482

sequence length increases. Of note among these results is1483

that 〈ψevo〉 ≈ 1 for random fitness assignment at very large1484

L = 140 for large population size N = 100, 000.1485

By using a further coarse-grained representation of fRNA1486

phenotypes, we find that longer fRNA sequences can also1487

have evolutionary navigability without fitness valleys under1488

evolutionary dynamics, following similar relationships with1489

population size N , sequence length L and type of fitness as-1490

signment. This adds further support to our argument of the1491

generality of the critical roles of redundancy in the GP map1492

leading to large-scale neutral correlations, the fitness function1493

incorporating phenotypic correlations and larger population1494

sizes making the fixation of mutants with reduced fitness less1495

likely to occur along adaptive paths, all facilitating more nav-1496

igable fitness landscapes under evolutionary dynamics.1497
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